Moving Forward
Together
Future proof your supply chain with innovative,
efficient and sustainable cargo solutions
The intersection of Brexit and COVID-19 has
left supply chains exposed and vulnerable,
with thousands of businesses impacted by
congestion and container port disruption.
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Such challenges are likely to continue in the
short-term, and businesses will need to explore
alternative gateways for exporting and importing
cargo, bypassing congested ports and ensuring
goods reach their end destination without delay.
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Peel Ports is the ideal partner to future proof
your supply chain.
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Our strategically located network of ports
including Liverpool, Scotland and Dublin, offers
businesses a viable alternative to southern ports
to help avoid congestion and long road journeys
via our multi-port offer.

Interested in finding out more?
Click HERE to contact us.
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Mainland Europe

ENGLISH CHANNEL

Mainland Europe

1. Liverpool

• New global route connections
opening up additional capacity.
• Liverpool2, once completed will
enhance global connectivity to
accommodate larger vessels as well
as direct services into the Port of
Liverpool.
• Extensive land footprint and space
availability to support storage of
goods, including empty containers
with 24/7 security.

2. Greenock Ocean Terminal

3. Dublin

• 25,000 sqm of flexible storage
solutions, offering stuffing and
unstuffing on site reducing transport
and empty repositioning costs.

• The Irish Sea Hub, formed by Dublin,
Greenock, Belfast, Cork and
Liverpool, addresses the imbalance of
empty containers across the UK and
Ireland by offering a flexible and
reliable solution, in partnership with
BG Freight Line.

• Leading West Coast container
terminal with feeder services
connecting Southampton, Liverpool,
Belfast, Dublin, Bilbao, Le Harve,
Antwerp and transhipment options
from Lisbon, Leixões and Rotterdam.

• The quay’s length is 372m with 12.6m
unrestricted draft, 3 ship-to-shore
cranes and multiple straddle carriers.

• The Port of Liverpool has excellent
connections to the national
motorway and rail network, enabling • Open 7 days a week, offering greater
logistics operators to service both
flexibility and exceptional customer
Scotland and the south with same
service.
day delivery, key for critical supplies.

Interested in finding out more?
Click HERE to contact us.

• We operate one of Ireland’s
leading container terminals,
Marine Terminals Ltd (MTL),
handling nearly a third of Dublin’s
container traffic.

• Operated under one management
team and one platform, the Irish
Sea Hub will simplify and streamline
your business across the Irish Sea.

